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column vector. 
Abstract 
= (x Ix eR n, I Ix 11 = 1 }, let S = I - 2rr ' where 
r n 
O(n) denotes the orthogonal group on Rn. If 
r is a 
RC C , 
- n 
let ~ = (srlreR} and let G be the smallest closed subgroup of O(n) 
which contains i. G· is reducible if there is a non-trivial subspace 
Mc Rn such that gM~ M for all geG. Otherwise, G is irreducible. 
Theorem: If G is infinite and irreducible, then G = O(n}. 
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Throughout this note, the following notation will be used. n R denotes 
Euclidean n-space with the standard inner product, O(n) is the orthogonal 
group of Rn, and C = {x I , xeRn, llxll = 1}. If U is a subset of O(n), 
n 
<U> denotes the group generated algebraicially by U and <U> denotes the 
closure of <U> so <u> is the smallest closed subgroup of O(n) containing 
U. For an integer k, 
space of Rn. 
.• 
If rec , 
n 
1 :::= k < n, ~ denotes a k-dimensional linear sub-
let S = I - 2rr' where r is a column vector. 
r 
Thus Sr is a reflection through r, henceforth called a reflection. 
Suppose R c e and let 
n 
Set G = <R>. The group G 
reducible if there is an ~ such that g~ ~ ~ for all geG; otherwise, 
G is irreducible. The main result of this note is the following. 
Theorem 1: If G is infinite and irreducible, then G = O(n). 
Proof. If S eR and 
r 
geG, then -1 gS g = S eG. 
r gr Let ~ = (grlgeG, reR} 
is 
so ~ must be infinite as G is infinite (see Benson and Grove (1967), Pro-
position 4.1.3). Since every reo(n) is a product of a finite number of re-
flections, to show G = O(n) it suffices to show that G is transitive on 
e , in which case ~ = C , so S eG for all xee • 
n n x n 
In order to show that G is transitive on e , 
n 
we will show (Lemma 1, 
below) that there is a subspace M2 and a subgroup K2 ~ G such that 
kx = X Then, since G 
(/_ M2 J.. is irreducible, there is an r 2 eR such that r2 and r2 f. M2 • Let 
M3 = span {r2 , M2 } and let K3 = <K2, sr2 >CG. Setting c3 = M3 n en, it 
.J. 
follows that (Lemma 2, below) kx = X for all xeM3,keK3 , and K3 acts 
transitively on e3. Again, since G is irreducible, there is an r 3
eR 
.l. ¾ = span (r3 , M3 }, such that r3 (}_ M3 and r3 (/_ M3 •· With let K4 = 
<X,S >cG and let c4 = M4 n en. Applying Lemma 2 again, kx =x for 3 r -3 
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J. 
all xeM4, keK4, and K4 acts transitively on c4. An easy induction argu-
ment then completes the proof. 
To fill in the gaps in the above proof, it remains to prove lemmas 1 and 
2. 
Lemma 1.: If G is irreducible and infinite, there is a subspace M2 and a 
.L 
subgroup K2 ~ G such that kx = x 
tively on c2 = M2 n Cn. 
for all xeM2 , keK2 and K2 acts transi-
Proof. Since the set 6 = (grlreR, geG} is infinite, there is a point 60ecn 
such that every neighborhood of 60 contains infinitely many points in 6. 
Thus we can select a sequence of pairs 
and t 1 are linearly independent and 
i = 1, 2, •••• 
For 0 ~ ~ < 2TT, set 
sin 
(ri, t.), r., t. e 6, such that 
1. L L 
1 , , < 
1 - I< riti < ri+l ti+l 1 for 
(1) = (cos ~ 
-sin~ cos :) ,, E 0(2). 
r. 
L 
Define 9i by cos8i = riti, 0 ~ 9i < TT so 9i ~ 0 as i ~ 00 • Let 
rie0{n) have first row t; and second row (ri - t{riti)'/llri - t{r1t 1!1. Then 
an easy calculation shows that 
(:(201> 0 ) (2) s s = r~ ri, i = 1, 2, .... t. r. 1. 
L L I 
n-2 
Let H. = <'¥(29. )> C 0(2). Then, it is clear that 
L 1. -
(:i 0 ) (3) r~ r. CG, i = 1, 2, .... 1. I 1. -
n-2 
By selecting an appropriate subsequence, we can assume without loss of 
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generality that ri-+ r 0 E o(n), as i -+ 00 • 
(4) 
If Y(ll) is given by (1), we now claim that 
( 
Y(1l) 
r" 
O O I 
n-2 
0 
Since G is closed and (3) holds, to establish (4), it suffices to show there 
is a subsequence i. 
J 
and EH. 
l. • 
J 
such that h. -+ Y(ll) 
l. • 
J 
as i.-+oo. 
J 
How-
ever, the existence of such a sequence is assured since Si-+ 0 as i-+ oo. 
Thus (4) holds. Hence we see that 
(5) r" 0 
0 
I 
n-2 
where H0 is the full rotation group of R
2
• 
To complete the proof of Lemma 1, let M2 be the span of the first two rows 
of ro, and set 
it is easy to check that kx = x J.. for all xeM2 , 
that K2 acts transitively on c2 • This completes the proof. 
keK2 and 
The remainder of this note is devoted to a proof of Lermna 2 below. Let 
M c Rn, 2 < m< n and suppose that K is a subgroup of O(n) such that 
m-
kx = X (6) 
.l for all xeK , keK. 
m 
Let teen such that t f Mm and t l (' 
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With ~+l = span (t, Mai}, let 
-- .. 
Cai 
-
-
.. 
... 
... 
... 
-
lal 
... 
.... 
-
... 
.. 
.... 
... 
... 
... 
Gn+1 = lin+1 n en * and also set K = <K, S >. t 
Lemma 2: * K is transitive on Cm+l and kx = x for all J.. * xeM 1 , keK. m+ 
Proof • That kx = x J. * for all xeM 1 , keK is clear. m+ To establish the 
* transitivity of K, first let P denote the orthogonal projection onto M.m 
and define Z, 0 < c < 1, by C - -
(7) Zc = {x jxeCm + 1 , 11Pxll2 ~ c} • 
Further, define cp by 
(8) 
Since z 
C 
cp(c) = inf 
xeZ 
C 
IIPs txl12, 0 < C < 1. 
is compact and arcwise connected, as x ranges over z , 
C 
IIPstxl12 
assumes all values between 1 and cp(c). Note that z1 = Cm and z0 = Cm+l· 
Define a set B1 ~ Cm+l by 
(9) B1 = K(St(Cm))= {xix= k1stu for some u e Cm, some k1 e K} 
and let 
(10) b1 = inf 11Pxll2 
xeB1 
Since each keK conunutes with P, it is clear that 
(11) b1 = inf keK 
inf 
xeC 
m 
IIPkStxll2 = 
-5-
inf 
xeC 
m 
IIPstxll 2 = inf 
xez1 
11Pstxll2 = cp(l) • 
... . . 
We now claim that B1 = Zb. Clearly 1 
If xeZb then there is a 
1 
ueCm such that llPxll2 = \IPRtull 2 • Let Q denote the orthogonal projection 
onto the one-dimensional subspace MJ. n M. 
m m + 1 · Thus 
one-dimensional subspace, u can be chosen {by changing to -u if necessary) 
such that Qx = QS~u. As K is transitive on Cm, there is a keK such 
Set 
(12) 
Again, we claim 
Thus B1 = Zb as claimed. 1 
inf 11Pxll2 
xeB2 
= 
that B2 = Zb. 
2 
so 
inf 
xezb 
1 
Clearly, 
\IPxll 2: b2 = q,{b1). Thus, there is ueZb 1 
B2 ~ Zb. 
2 
such that 
QStu = Qx. Arguing as before, the transitivity of 
keK such that kStu = x. Hence B2 = Zb • 2 
If xezb' then 
2 
I\Ps t ul12 = IIPxl\2 and 
K implies there is a 
By induction, define Bi+l = K(St(Bi)), i = 2, 3, ••• and set 
bi+l = inf 11Pxll2 • 
xeBi 
i = 1, 2, •••• 
Arguing as before, Z = B bi+l i+l 
and for 
The proof of the Lemma will be complete if we can show there is an index i 0 
such t.hat In this case, 
which implies that 
-6-
... . .. 
cm+ 1 = K(s/K( ••• K(st(cm)) ••• ))) 
(i0+1) times 
However, (13) together with the transitivity of K on Cm clearly implies 
* that K = <K, st> is transitive on Gn+i· 
(14) 
(15) 
We will now show that 
cp(b. ) = 0 for some index i 0 • 1.0 
First, let 
StQt 
zo = ]Qt[ E ck+l 
Since Qt f 0, 0 <a< 1. From the definition of the projection Q, it follows 
that 
(17) 
(18) 
Now, for 0 ~ c ~ 1, 
cp(c) = inf 
xeZ 
C 
n 
xeR. 
inf 
xeZ 
C 
1 - sup (z~x)2 • 
xeZ 
C 
If a= 1, z0ezc so cp(c) = 0 for ce[0, 1]. For 0 <a< 1, consider 
xeZc and let V = I\Px\\2 ~ c. Then 
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111116 
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-
-
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(19) z~x = z~Px + z~Qx = (Pz0 )'(Px) + (Qz0 )'(Qx) 
~ 11Pz0 ll IIPxll + 11Qz0 II IIQxll = Ja Jv + Ji - a J1 - Y 
with equality throughout in (19) for x = x0 where 
(20) XO= J(y/a) Pzo + ,/(1 - y)/(1 - a) Qzo E zc. 
If c ~ a, y = a maximizes (19) and the maximum is 1. For c > a, y = c 
maximizes (19). 
Summarizing, cp is given by 
0 if O < C < a 
(21) cp(c) = - -
1 - [,,,.lac" + J(l - a)(l - c~ 2 if a<c<l. 
- -
It is clear that cp(O) = 0 and bl = cp(l) < 1. Also, it is easy to show that 
cp is a continuous convex function on [O, l]. Thus, b2 = cp(bl) = 
cp((1 - b1)o + b11) ~ h1cp(l) = h12 • Proceeding by induction, b. - cp(bi-1) 1. 
i 
and b. < b1 , 1. - i = 1, 2, Thus lim b. = O. • 1. ].~ 
Since cp is zero in the 
interval [O, a], there exists an index i 0 such that bi= 0 for all 
i:::: i 0 • Thus (14) holds and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
Corollary 1: Let G1 = <R> where R = {srlreR}. 
irreducible, then G1 = O(n) and for each xeCn' 
If G1 is infinite and 
(gxlgeG1 ) is dense in C • n 
Remark: The assumption that G is generated by reflecticns cannot be removed. 
For example, consider xeR4 with x written as 
X = (Xll 
x21 
xl2) 
x22 
for g = (r1 , r 2 ) with ri E 0(2), i = 1, 2, 
-8-
consider g{x) = fl x r;. Then 
---
I 
-
I 
... 
-
-· 
• 
G = (g] ~ 0(4) is infinite, closed, and irreducible, but G is certainly 
not transitive on R4 so G J 0(4). Our interest in Theorem 1 arose in 
connection with results for G-monotone functions when G is generated by 
reflections (see Eaton and Perlman (1976)). 
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